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Pupil need to check their
school emails every day.
Dear Families,
School will be closed next week for half term and teachers will not be setting online work. On the whole the
children have been very conscientious and kept up well with the work that has been set. We have had a number
of calls from families, with some asking for the workload to be reduced due to the stresses on family life, while
others have requested more to fill the day. We appreciate that there cannot be a solution that pleases every
family but we have sent an email survey to pupils and ask that you complete this with them to allow us to get
an overview of how home learning is going. In the meantime, I would urge you to make decisions that suit your
child—place a time limit on the work for any one subject if it is taking too long and look for extension activities
on BBC Bitesize (daily lessons - https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/levels/z4kw2hv ) or Oak National Academy (details on
the next page) if you need additional tasks to do. We have also included the EEF checklist to support the home
learning routines; we hope that you find it useful.
We were forced to close for part of this week due to a member of staff who had been in school reporting a
positive COVID19 test. Thank you for your many messages of concern and best wishes—the member of staff is
grateful and is making a recovery. The incident did highlight the issues facing all schools at present and we do
have procedures in school that minimise the risk of spreading the virus to individuals. All staff who were in
school and have been tested have returned negative results. We hope that changes to the movement of
individuals around school will mean that any future confirmed cases will not necessarily lead to school closure,
but we will always take a “safety first” approach.
The weekly Assignment Report on Teams should be received on Sunday mornings. This lists the assignments
that pupils have been set and whether they have been “turned in” or not. A number of families who reported
that they had not received the report found the email in their Spam / Trash folders. The reports originate from
Microsoft Office 365 (not St Augustine’s) with a subject line “Assignment Summary for [Pupil Name]”. We hope
that this helps you to identify the email if you have not done so already. I would also re-iterate that this is a tool
for families to use to check on the work that is being set—please do not worry if work is listed as “late” or “not
done” if it has been emailed. A number of families have also asked about feedback on work. I have outlined the
process for checking feedback overleaf—we hope that this helps. A number of teachers are also emailing
feedback to pupils’ email accounts so this is another place to check.
Year 10 should have been undertaking their Virtual Work Experience on the BeReady platform this week. The
uptake has been very good and Mrs Rutter has been checking on progress. The week finishes with a virtual
careers talk from three professionals and Year 10 pupils should have received the logging in details via email.
We have also had over 20 pupils on the DEC Pavilion Experience and we have received reports that the teams
have performed exceptionally well in this week’s building design challenge.
The government has announced that primary schools should plan for partial return of certain year groups from
1st June at the earliest and that secondary schools should plan for some face to face sessions with Year 10
before the end of the school year. We appreciate that this may lead more families to take up the Key Worker
attendance option and a new form for requesting places can be found on the school website.
We will keep you informed of our plans to increase the number of children in school.
Best Wishes, Mr. Wright

What is Oak National Academy?
Oak National Academy is an online classroom with free, high-quality video lessons and resources. It’s free for you to
use and has been created by over 80 teachers, with the backing of the Government. It’s designed to help schools,
parents and pupils balance learning at home.
Lessons in secondary cover Year 7 to Year 10, with lessons covering a wide range of subjects. Each day there are at
least four to five hours of lessons. There is also a specialist curriculum for those pupils with additional needs.
How do I get on to Oak?
You can access Oak at www.thenational.academy. It’s easy to get on through a phone, tablet or laptop. You can use
Oak on more than one device at the same time, which is great if you have family members learning together.
Do I need a login and password?
You don’t need a login or password for Oak. You can simply go to the website and, depending on what your teacher
has recommended, start the lessons straight away. The website doesn’t collect your personal information, so your
data is safe.
Do I need to do the lessons with my child?
Each lesson is a pre-recorded video with a teacher who takes you through each section step-by-step. The level
of your supervision has been designed to be minimal. Each lesson can be paused and rewound to help
students learn at their own pace.
How are the lessons taught?
Each of Oak’s lessons is an hour-long and is delivered over by a video on the website. The lessons include quizzes,
worksheets and creative activities. The videos are pre-recorded so there’s no other pupils in your session.
Can we get on to the lessons at any time?
As the lessons are pre-recorded, they are available any time, so you can choose when you go online to help you
balance your daily routine. Each lesson follows a sequence which builds on previous lessons, but they are also
stand alone so you don’t need to start from the beginning. Your school will guide you on how to use the
lessons.
How do I find a lesson?
Visit www.thenational-academy and then click ‘classroom’. You’ll then find three options:
Specialist: to take you to the specialist resources for those with additional needs
Subject: which first asks your year group, and then offers you lessons just in specific subjects (e.g. if you just
wanted to do maths lessons)
Schedule: which first asks your year group, and then offers a schedule of lessons, giving you a daily timetable
across different subjects
What does my child need to take part in the lessons?
Each lesson is very clear about what you need at the start. For most, there’s minimal additional material,
usually just a pen and some paper.
Will Oak National Academy cover extra-curricular areas?
Oak Activity Club will be available over half term with a range of activities for children and families, including
cook-a-longs, debating and arts from some brilliant partner organisations.
Each Thursday at 10am Oak also holds an online assembly. These provide opportunities to hear from some
inspirational guest speakers, including the first British astronaut, the cast of the Lion King and the Archbishop
of Canterbury.
For more information please visit the Oak National Academy website: https://
www.thenational.academy/information-for-parents-pupils

Did you know that pupils can download Microsoft Office via their school account?
Under the school’s subscription with Microsoft, pupils can download the Office applications (Word, Excel,
Powerpoint) onto a number of devices and use them at home.

Viewing Feedback on Microsoft Teams
Not every piece of work that is completed on Teams will receive feedback. However, if you would like to
check where feedback has been given, please follow the steps below. Also, please check email for feedback.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Technology Carousel
Please do not worry if work looks like it is still being set from the previous teacher in the carousel. There was a
technical problem that occurred when the groups moved around which means that children can appear in
different classes. This may also lead to Technology assignments being listed as “not done” in the weekly
summary. Please ignore this. New Teams have been created for these groups so this should be resolved.

Year 7 Modern Languages Option
After half term, Year 7 pupils who are currently in sets X1, Y1 and Z1 for Modern Languages will be asked
by their subject teacher (X1—Mrs Bretherton, Y1—Mrs Flynn, Z1—Miss Higgins) to indicate a preference
for which language they would like to study next year (French or Spanish). We hope to be able to allocate
pupils to their preferred language but cannot guarantee these choices, as this will be determined by class
sizes. We are also aware that pupils only had a limited exposure to Spanish this year and while many have
made excellent progress in their online course, we may adjust the Year 8 curriculum to take the current
situation into account.

Updates from our Uniform Suppliers

Teachers’ Pets
Answers. 1.Mr & Mrs Curl, 2. Mrs Bowden, 3. Mrs Baybutt, 4. Mrs Boulton, 5. Mrs Clossick, 6.
Mrs Doherty, 7.Mrs Baldwin, 8. Mr Wright, 9. Miss Newton.
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Well done to all who entered and the small number of who got them all right!

